On host edit form, it doesn't show selected image value in GCE

Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1730628

Description of problem:
In case of GCE image provisioning it is not showing image value on host edit form.

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):

How reproducible:

Steps to Reproduce:
1. Create Google compute resource and image
2. After all other settings, provision a host with image
3. Edit host and see OS TAB

Actual results:
image field is not showing selected value for provisioned host

Expected results:
form should show selected image on host edit

Additional info:

Associated revisions
Revision 926fb6c7 - 07/18/2019 11:54 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
Fixes #27316 - show selected image value on host submit

History
#1 - 07/17/2019 08:40 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Assignee set to Kavita Gaikwad

#2 - 07/17/2019 09:37 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6906 added

#3 - 07/18/2019 11:54 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.23.0 added

#4 - 07/18/2019 12:01 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
Applied in changeset 926b6c736c6116cef38723228cc59070ac1e89a.